HYBRID USB / PS/2 KVM SWITCH

USB / PS/2 KVM Switch

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**
--- | ---
UNV104D BK | 4 PC USB/PS/2
UNV106D BK | 8 PC USB/PS/2
UNV116D BK | 16 PC USB/PS/2

**OPTIONAL SLIMLINE CABLES**

| MODEL CODE | TYPE | LENGTH |
--- | --- | --- |
KNVP-1 | PS/2 | 1.8M |
KNVP-3 | PS/2 | 3M |
KNVP-6 | PS/2 | 6M |
KNVU-1 | USB | 1.8M |
KNVU-3 | USB | 3M |
KNVU-5 | USB | 5M |

Control 4, 8 or 16 Computers from a single Keyboard, PS/2 Mouse and VGA Monitor

- USB/VGA Cables Included
- Rackmount Kits Included with 8 and 16 port

Dual Video USB / PS/2 KVM Switch

**MODEL CODE** | **TYPE**
--- | ---
UDV104DC BK | 4 PC Dual Video USB/PS/2
UDV108DC BK | 4 PC Dual Video USB/PS/2

**OPTIONAL SLIMLINE CABLES**

| MODEL CODE | TYPE | LENGTH |
--- | --- | --- |
KNVP-1 | PS/2 | 1.8M |
KNVP-3 | PS/2 | 3M |
KNVP-6 | PS/2 | 6M |
KNVU-1 | USB | 1.8M |
KNVU-3 | USB | 3M |
KNVU-5 | USB | 5M |

UDV104/108 models are designed with Dual-Video and support USB and PS/2.

- USB/VGA Cables Included 1.8M
- Rackmount Kits Included with 8 port

**FEATURES**

- Cascade configuration expands system capability
- 1RU height form factor saves rack spaces
- Unique cables for secured connection
- Auto-scan function automatically selects computers sequentially
- Supports Microsoft IntelliMouse (Pro)
- Assigns computers with unique and meaningful names
- Identifies and selects computers by the names
- Programmable scan filters unused computers
- Stores system settings and name entries to non-volatile memory
- Password security locks computer from unauthorized access
- Gains complete control with easy-to-use OSD interface
- Hotkey functions allow easy computer access
- Keyboard states automatically saved and restored when switching computers
- Operating system independent and transparent to all applications
- Keyboard and mouse can be hot plugged at any time
- DDC2B compatible
- Optional multimedia module supports microphones and stereo speakers